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RADIANCE
™

  CURVED PEWS

Inspired by Nature, Crafted with Experience.
During the last decade, many churches have designed seating centrally, around the platform. 

Often referred to as “Worship-in-the-Round”, congregants are seated closer to the speaker in 

an effort to build stronger engagement during the service. Churches who adapt the intimate 

layout experience a heightened sense of unity when worshipping together.

Sauder Worship Seating® introduced Radiance Curved Pews in 2013. Designed to create a 

warm and welcoming space, Radiance Curved Pews are available in solid wood, upholstered 

seat with a wood back, and upholstered seat and back models. 
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our lady of guadalupe Doral, FL

Radiance™ Curved Pews are an ideal 

solution for any worship space, as each 

pew is created specifically for your 

space and customized to your floor 

plan. Designed with concentric radii, 

pews radiate from a central point. The 

seating is a stunning feature accenting 

building architecture, while also serving 

your church.
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SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI Triangle, VA

The parish is thrilled with the quality of our new Sauder Worship Seating® 

pews. We were particularly impressed with the timeliness of the pew 

installation process and the Sauder team’s attention to the critical install 

timeline. They listened carefully to our needs, paid strict attention to our 

mass & services schedules and completed their work flawlessly. We highly 

recommend Sauder Worship Seating to anyone interested in purchasing 

quality church seating especially Radiance™ pews.

- Ed Knapp  |  Facilities Manager
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SAINT RAPHAEL Koloa, HI

The reputation of Sauder Worship 

Seating® as a premier supplier of worship 

seating has earned recognition among 

many Catholic dioceses, including the 

historic St. Raphael Church in Koloa, 

Hawaii. The parish transitioned from 

chairs to custom Radiance™ Curved 

Pews to enhance the use of space and 

architectural style of the church.
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SAINT DEMETRIOS Rocky River, OH
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Every detail is handcrafted to highlight the natural 

beauty of the wood, from the exceptional quality 

finish to the flowing contours and curves.
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RADIANCE
™

  CURVED PEWS

Radiance Curved Pews are constructed with solid wood staves 

and solid wood veneer. Seats feature a contoured, ergonomically 

correct seat that provides long term support and comfort.

Each solid wood support is anchored to the floor for added 

stability. Every back, seat and backcap is routed into the pew end, 

providing superior strength and a finished look.

The following accessories are perfectly engineered for radius pews.

• Back-Mounted Bookrack

• Registry Holders

• Kneelers

• Underseat Bookrack

• Communion Cup Holders

• Card and Pencil Holders

4192

All Wood Upholstered Seat, Wood Back

Upholstered Seat, Upholstered Back

4198

6298 6798 7498

Radiance Curved Pew Construction

Upholstered Seat and Back 3017498

Quality and Durability

Radius Accessories

3080401 3-Bookrack

3080478 4-Bookrack

3080443 Continuous Bookrack

Upholstered Seat 3014198

Radial Frontal 4154192
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Our Lady of the Angels

Lakewood Ranch, FL

When you choose Sauder Worship Seating®, 

you gain the experience of the industry’s 

most trusted leader. We demonstrate proven 

excellence in product quality, durability, 

price and value.
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